
CONCLUSION*

Stuart Jenks

It is the much-resented privilege of scholars on the cusp of retirement 
(or rapidly approaching their sell-by date, depending on one’s point of 
view) to write articles mapping out the future course of research. While 
no one takes much notice of these well-intended pastoral letters, they do 
have a certain justifĳication. After all, a fĳield in which no one reflects on the 
research agenda (and the appropriate methodology) is intellectually dead. 
Moreover, ruminations on ‘Where are we? Where should we be head-
ing?’ have a certain tradition in Hanseatic research. The founding of the 
Hanseatic History Association in 1871 witnessed an intense debate about 
the ‘Stand und Aufgaben der Hanseforschung’,1 Rörig wrote an article with 
that very title in 1947,2 Ahasver von Brandt3 and Ernst Pitz4 offfered similar 
contributions, and in 1993 a conference in Lübeck was convened to look 
into the same question.5 Continuing this tradition is, in my view of it, a 
challenge to think outside the box, as the felicitous phrase has it, and I 
propose to take it up.

I. Networks and the Hanse

These days, networks are all the rage among historians, but there is still 
no general agreement on what criteria must be fulfĳilled before we can 
properly speak of a ‘network’. Indeed, as Mike Burkhardt has pointed out 
elsewhere,6 historians have indiscriminately pasted the label ‘network’ 
on all sorts of social structures with the same conspicuous lack of due 
diligence which rating agencies like Standard & Poor’s displayed when 

* Many thanks to Rolf Hammel-Kiesow and Albrecht Cordes for critical comments. The 
responsibility for any remaining errors is mine alone.

1   von Brandt (1970) 3–16 summarizes the debates.
2 Rörig (1950).
3 von Brandt (1973).
4 Pitz (1961).
5 The papers were published in Hammel-Kiesow (2002). See also Selzer and Ewert 

(2005) 8–18.
6 Burkhardt (2009) 39–40, cited approvingly by Jahnke (2010) 189.
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scattering AAA ratings hither and yon in the Noughties. To be sure, 
Stephan Selzer and Ulf Christian Ewert have labored mightily to make the 
case that the medieval Hanse fĳits into the theoretical framework of net-
works and have argued that this is a good explanation of why the Hanse 
was successful for so long and why it eventually withered away in the 
seventeenth  century.7 Deciding whether or not a model roughly seems to 
fĳit the historical record is, of course, only the fĳirst step in the reception of 
a theory, and for that purpose it is sufffĳicient to cite suggestive examples, 
as do Selzer and Ewert. However, the next, essential step is to investigate 
particular examples intensively and systematically to see just how well 
the model fĳits the record in detail. This has been done over and over again 
for the modern period,8 but not yet for the Hanse, with one sterling excep-
tion.9 This is perhaps just as well, since Hanseatic scholars (and indeed 
medievalists generally) can profĳit from the modernists’ debate about defĳi-
nitions and methods.

Not only in the context of the Hanse, business networks have been 
generally understood to be non-hierarchical virtual organizations char-
acterized by iterative business activity. Frequently, these networks were 
based on pre-existing social networks, be they ethnic (Jews, Cornishmen, 
Welshmen) or religious minorities (Quakers, Methodists) in the diaspora 
or united by kinship or by common culture and values (both Hanse). These 
unifying elements generate a higher level of trust—a central concept—
among members of the business network, which in turn obviates the need 
for regulation of behavior by formal structures and rules or indeed by con-
tractual obligations among members, who cooperate with one another on 
a case-by-case basis. Within the network, reliable, but costless informa-
tion flows from member to member, trust lowers transaction costs and 
organization costs are minimized. The network solves the agency prob-
lem by means of its common values (which discourage free-riding and 
malfeasance) and multilateral reputation mechanisms (malfeasants are 
ostracized by all members of the network). The network can also serve as 

7 Selzer and Ewert (2001, 2007, 2010a, 2010b).
8 Burt (2003); Pearson, Richardson (2001). See also the critique of Pearson and 

Richardson by Wilson, Popp (2003) and the response by Pearson, Richardson (2003). All 
cited articles begin by summarizing the state of play in the debate, so that one gains a good 
sense of the issues at the centre of the debates. See also the conference reports published 
by HsozKult (3.2.2010, 3.8.2010, 23.12.2010, 7.2.2011, 6.3.2011). The German conferences (none 
of whose proceedings have been published) do not seem to have been terribly focussed 
on the defĳinition of networks.

9 Burkhardt (2009).
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a means of gaining entree to other networks (some member will belong 
to both) and is itself relatively open to newcomers, if vouched for by a 
member in good standing.

Now, I am certain that this fumbling attempt at defĳining networks will 
cause many a colleague to throw up his hands in horror and begin recit-
ing entire rosaries of exceptions and caveats. That very fact sufffĳices to 
demonstrate how important it is that we formulate a workaday, pragmatic 
defĳinition of networks. Absent that, we shall all talk past one another and 
make no intellectual progress whatsoever, very much the way years of 
research on ‘the crisis of the Middle Ages’—another murky, ill-defĳined 
term—did in German medieval studies some years ago.

Here, I would light to highlight a study which constitutes a glowing 
exception to what I have just written. Burkhardt’s dissertation begins with 
a precise defĳinition of what he understands a network to be.10 His inves-
tigation of some 900 Lübeck merchants trading with Bergen in Norway 
during three periods (1360–1400, 1440–70, 1490–1510) is of great impor-
tance for all research on historical networks because it is a long-term 
study. Consequently, he can observe the development of the Bergenfahrer 
networks over time, thus fulfĳilling an central plank of Selzer and Ewert’s 
platform.11 Burkhardt makes a revealing distinction between the short-term 
business contacts of the Bergenfahrer and their companies, which were of 
middling longevity. While in the late fourteenth century the dicephalous 
fĳirms (Widerlegung etc.) were largely comprised of kinsmen, this was not 
true of short-term business contacts, and this was the model which won 
out in the fĳifteenth century. Ad hoc, short-term cooperation became more 
important than longer-term companies, and networks became much 
looser, albeit more instable.12 The same was true of the choice of executors: 
at the beginning, kinsmen had the upper hand, but testators increasingly 
chose non-relatives to carry out their last wishes.13 Therefore, kinship 
was no longer the only reliable basis for trust in business or in the salva-
tion of one’s soul.14 Rather, common culture (‘Treu und Glauben’) and 
reputation mechanisms increasingly substituted for kinship, although 

10 Burkhardt (2009) 43–54. Note that his defĳinition is much broader than mine and 
draws heavily on sociological research.

11   Selzer and Ewert (2010) 47. It is worthy of mention that Havila (1996) suggests various 
models for the dynamic development of three party networks, albeit regarding business 
practice in the second half of the twentieth century.

12 Burkhardt (2009) 344.
13 Burkhardt (2009) 369.
14 Pace Selzer and Ewert (2010) 36–7.
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it is also conceivable that the Bergenfahrer had developed a greater appe-
tite for risk.

Burkhardt’s study should be read by anyone interested in historical 
networks,15 but it is, as he himself states,16 an investigation of just one 
branch of the trade of just one Hanseatic town. We will have to under-
take a number of detailed cases studies before we can be confĳident 
of having worked out the specifĳics of Hanseatic networks. I also sus-
pect that Burkhardt’s investigation will prove symptomatic in another 
way: The closer one looks at one particular case, the more the abstract 
 defĳinitions—be they sociological or historical—will begin to look inad-
equate. Surely detailed case studies will lead scholars to question and 
tweak the broad-brush defĳinitions of a historical (business) network. 
Particularly in regard to the Hanse, it seems to me to be imperative to 
look very closely indeed at the sources—and we have enough material 
to hand to do so, starting with merchants’ books—and seeing if it is pos-
sible to demonstrate, blow-by-blow, how networking actually worked in 
cases other than that of the Lübeck Bergenfahrer. Can we analyze, say, the 
accounts and correspondence of the brothers Veckinchusen and specify 
who was in the networks and how they dealt with one another? Can we 
pinpoint people whom Hildebrand Veckinchusen trusted more than oth-
ers? Can we see the insiders cooperating with one another to a higher 
degree than with outsiders (iterative business activity)? Does informa-
tion flow more intensely among insiders, and can we see it doing so, for 
instance in mercantile correspondence?17 Are there teaser offfers of infor-
mation, designed to elicit that all-important fĳirst response on which one 
can build trust tit-for-tat?18

When undertaking case studies, I think it would be a good idea to 
extend the fringes of networks. To be sure, Selzer and Ewert have sug-
gested that networks share some of the characteristics of von Thünen’s 
rings,19 the intensity of networking decreasing as one moves outward 
from the central partnership through kinsmen, friends and occasional 
partners. In fact, I think it likely that the networks extended much farther, 
even if they become much more tenuous towards the edges. It would, for 

15 For those who do not read German, there is a detailed English-language summary: 
Burkhardt (2009) 375–96.

16 Burkhardt (2009) 373.
17 Lindemann (1978) is no more than a fĳirst beginning.
18 A study of the Hanseatic word for trust (gelouwe) would, it seems to me, be reward-

ing in this context.
19 Selzer and Ewert (2007) 51; (2010a) 45–7.
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instance, be interesting to know if the well-known hostellers in Bruges 
(and elsewhere),20 who demonstrably provided not only lodging and 
meals, but also warehousing and fĳinancial services, were part of the busi-
ness networks of Hanseatic merchants and provided them with an entree 
to other networks. While investigating hostellers, we should not neglect 
brokers and the ubiquitous ‘Mr. Fixits’ who could be found on many a 
quayside, offfering to facilitate a foreign merchant’s trade.21 It also seems 
to me to be worth asking what role mentoring played, not only in the 
Hanseatic Kontore, but also at the fairs in Frankfurt and Antwerp, in pro-
viding merchants with an opportunity to hook up with other networks.

The question of entree deserves to be posed on its own. After all, as 
Selzer and Ewert imply and Jahnke states explicitly,22 network theory 
explains things reasonably well within the Hanse’s trading area, where 
reputation mechanisms enforced correct behavior and, in so doing, con-
ferred commercial benefĳits (lower information and transaction costs, less 
acute agency problems etc.). But merchants outside the Hanse’s trading 
area were not subject to Hanseatic reputation mechanisms, and conse-
quently lack of trust must have arisen and hampered trade. Even if, as 
Jahnke notes, the Kontore took on the job of social supervision,23 this does 
not explain everything. After all, Hanseatic merchants did not only con-
duct out-of-area trade in Bergen, Bruges, London and Novgorod. Moreover, 
the geographical range of Hanseatic trade expanded enormously in the 
course of the Middle Ages, reaching to Bordeaux, Portugal, Scotland, 
the Shetlands, Iceland and other places far afĳield. It would be interest-
ing to ask how the fĳirst Hanseatic merchant to set foot in, say, Setúbal 
or Edinburgh hooked up with the local networks.24 The answer, it seems 
likely to me, will prove to lie in one of three possible points of initial con-
tact which no one seems to have considered yet.

20 Bruges: Murray (2005) 191–205, 210–4. Bordeaux: Stieda (1921) no. 468, p. 460. There 
are numerous references to hostellers (wirt) in the Veckinchusen correspondence.

21   Wood (1935) 214–5. ‘Translators’ may well have played a similar role, and there are 
surprising numbers of them, if one looks. In the early fĳifteenth century, for instance, there 
were Chinese-Arabic translators in Malabar in southwest India (Chaudhury (1985) 99), and 
the role of Mustafa went well beyond that of a ‘translator’ fluent in Turkish, Latin and (one 
presumes) English to William Harborne (Skilliter (1977) 51–6 et passim).

22 Jahnke (2010) 203–5.
23 Jahnke (2010) 205.
24 For a model of how English merchants broke the ground in new areas, see Jenks 

(2006) 32–48.
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•  Shipping. Cheap freight rates were the wedge the Hanse drove between 
Flemish merchants and their English wool suppliers in the late thirteenth 
century25 and provided the Hollanders with a way into the Prussian 
trade.26 Both shippers and sailors enjoyed the right of freeboard,27 and 
they conducted a certain amount of trading even if all the freight- paying 
cargoes belonged to foreigners, so that there were no insuperable obsta-
cles which prevented a sailor from evolving into merchant. In addition, 
a perfectly astonishing amount of information was exchanged at the 
quayside in casual conversation with foreigners.28 Consequently, there 
were ample opportunities to build up commercial contacts with exter-
nal networks which could be deepened tit-for-tat, if required.

•  Pilgrimage. No Christian could possibly object to anyone’s transporting 
pilgrims to Santiago, Rome or the Holy Land by sea. Since ships had to 
put into port every few days for water and victuals, there were ample 
opportunities for establishing initial contacts (and gaining detailed 
knowledge of local products, geography and sea-lanes). In fact, we can 
point to one concrete example: Transporting pilgrims to Santiago and 
the Holy Land was demonstrably crucial for Robert Sturmy’s reconnais-
sance of the Mediterranean, which formed the basis for his commercial 
expedition of 1456/57.29

•  Emporia. The great fairs in Antwerp, Frankfurt and (later) Leipzig 
hugely supplemented the opportunities for establishing initial commer-
cial contacts which existed all the year round in large towns (Bruges, 
London etc.).

However the contacts were established, there can be no doubt that 
Hanseatic merchants managed to spin a web of contacts to non-Hansards.30 
Otherwise, prohibiting the foundation of fĳirms with non-Hanseatic mer-
chants and ordering the dissolution of all such mixed companies—which 
the Diet did fĳive times in the fĳifteenth century31—would have been com-
pletely senseless.

25 Lloyd (1977) 28–49; Lloyd (1991) 38–46.
26 Seifert (1997) 42–4, 89–90, 211.
27 Jenks (2006) 29–30.
28 Jenks (2006) 46.
29 Jenks (2006) 46.
30 Burkhardt (2009) 312–6 presents a handful of such extra-Hanseatic business contacts 

of the Bergenfahrer.
31   Jenks (1996a) 9–18, 53.
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Previous research—not only on Hanseatic networks—has focussed on 
iterative business activity, but this is not the only way of proving that 
a network existed. In fact, research into historical networks is much 
older than its present-day proponents imagine, having started with 
K.B. McFarlane32 and his students in the 1970s. They, of course, were inter-
ested in the English gentry and traced royal and lordly ‘afffĳinities’ as well 
as the contours of the ‘county community’, but these are networks in all 
but name. I think it would be hugely rewarding to apply the criteria of 
the McFarlane school to the investigation of Hanseatic networks. Among 
these are: intermarriage within the group, witnessing one another’s char-
ters and wills, functioning as godfather or executor to another member 
of the group,33 serving as a royal offfĳicer in the county or as arbitrator 
in disputes within the group.34 To be sure, both Burkhardt and Jahnke 
have undertaken initial studies along these lines and have called for 
further investigation,35 but were apparently ignorant of the English line 
of inquiry. A little methodological cross-pollination would seem to be 
called for here.

II. Internationality

As Justyna Wubs-Mrozewicz and Carsten Jahnke have pointed out in 
this volume, the Hanse has been made to serve the current political 
agenda over and over again for more than a century, notably the pro-
cess of German unifĳication and the self-assertion of the nation from 1871 
onwards. Hence, the Hanse has tended to be cast as German.36 This has 
engendered a mind-set which induced scholars to make a sharp distinc-
tion between the internal and external aspects of the Hanse, a distinction 

32 McFarlane initiated matters in 1945 by calling for a broad prosopographical investiga-
tion of the English gentry: McFarlane (1981) 36, originally published as ‘Bastard Feudalism’, 
BIHR 20 (1945) 161–80.

33 Both of these roles implied an extraordinary degree of trust between principal and 
nominee. After all, one was committing the eternal salvation of one’s child’s or one’s own 
soul to another person.

34 I have extracted these criteria from Pollard (1979) and Acheson (1992). 
35 Jahnke (2010) 200; Burkhardt (2009) 232–310 does investigate executorship, and 

adds going surety, membership in the town council and/or in one or more of the various 
professional groups, benevolent societies and fraternities in late medieval Lübeck to the 
catalogue.

36 Hammel-Kiesow (2007) has taken another tack and sketched the European aspects 
of the Hanse, adding much needed critical comments about present day attempts to hijack 
the medieval Hanse to serve political ends.
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which, as von Brandt has shown, was utterly foreign to those upon whom 
it was foisted centuries later.37 This tendency was strengthened by the 
fact that, from 1870 at the latest, the Hanse was viewed as a quasi-state 
which functioned as a proxy for the Empire (and, indeed, for the German 
People) in the north. If one views the Hanse as an earlier form of the 
nineteenth-century nation-state, as did Waitz, Höhlbaum, Koppmann and 
the other early leading lights of Hanseatic historiography,38 it is only natu-
ral to conceive of it having something on the order of a Home Offfĳice and 
a Foreign Offfĳice, the one responsible for internal afffairs and the other for 
relations with foreign powers. It is therefore no surprise that Hanseatic 
scholarship has produced a considerable number of monographs and 
articles entitled ‘X and the Hanse’, whereby ‘X’ is some ‘foreign country’.39 
These investigations take a distinctly Foreign Offfĳice slant, highlighting 
conflicts, diplomatic correspondence, negotiations and treaties. To be 
sure, there is nothing wrong with focussing on diplomacy, so long as one 
recognizes that there was another—commercial—side to the Hanse alto-
gether. It was, however, not until after the collapse of the Second Empire 
(1918)—which at one stroke removed the political rationale for Hanseatic 
‘Foreign Offfĳice’ studies—that Fritz Rörig initiated the investigation of the 
economic history of the Hanse.40

Thus, there was a certain logic to Rörig’s call in 1950 for the 
Europeanization of Hanseatic research.41 His point was that Hanseatic his-
tory is not a marginal phenomenon well offf the radar screen of European 
economic history, but that it lies at its very centre.42 Consequently, 
the economic history of the Hanse needed to be placed fĳirmly in the con-
text of the economic history of Europe as a whole, and Hanseatic  historians 

37 von Brandt (1962).
38 Jenks (2010) 5, n. 20.
39 For a list of works on ‘Holland and the Hanse’ see Seifert (1997) 1 n. 4. Of course, 

Holland was not a ‘foreign country’ during the period when the Hanse existed and 
on which these investigations focus: until 1648, Holland, Zealand and the other lordships 
which were to make up the United Provinces belonged to the Holy Roman Empire and 
only achieved sovereignty in 1648, at which point the Hanse had just 21 years of life left.

40 von Brandt (1970) 60–1, 65.
41   Rörig (1950).
42 Rörig (1950) 10. It is very curious indeed that Rörig’s clarion call in 1950 echoes Waitz’ 

programme of 1871 for Hanseatic history. Waitz insisted that Hanseatic history was central 
to German history as a whole, so that no history of Germany which ignored the Hanse 
could be considered adequate. More than that: the Hanse was a driving force of German 
history: von Brandt (1970) 11–2. If one substitutes ‘Europe’ for ‘Germany’, one gets Rörig’s 
views in a nutshell.
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needed to work out its role as a driving force (or a passive subject) of the 
development of the European economy.43

Rörig’s agenda failed to produce a well-defĳined body of literature. 
Indeed, up until the last generation, scholars continued to emphasize 
the insularity and singularity of the Hanse. In their view, it was hostile 
to outsiders (Hollanders, English, South Germans), deploying a variety 
of instruments (for instance ‘guest laws’) to regulate—and restrict—
commercial contacts between Hansards and non-Hansards44 in order to 
defend its ancient monopoly on trade between East and West against 
unwelcome  competition.45 Circling its wagons, the Hanse was  implacably 
hostile to modern business methods.46 Compared to the Italians and 
South Germans, the Hanse was backward. In short, the Hanse increasingly 
isolated itself from the developing European economy in the late Middle 
Ages. It was, pace Rörig, marginal.

Although this view has attracted a certain amount of criticism in the 
last generation, the dragon is not yet dead.47 Rather than once again sec-
onding Rörig’s call, I would like to focus here on an area which seems ripe 
for an internationalization discussion: infrastructure.

Infrastructure—very much a new theme in Hanseatic history48—would, 
on the face of it, seem to be the oddest place in the world to look for 
evidence of internationality. By its very nature, the infrastructure—quays 
and cranes, roads and bridges and the like—would seem to be wholly 
local. Nonetheless, there is a good case to be made that, since Hanseatic 
towns were competing with one another (and other, non-Hanseatic towns) 
for commercial trafffĳic, they could not affford to let their infrastructure 
fall much behind international standards. Indeed, there is a good deal of 
indirect evidence that this was the case. Hanseatic ports fĳinanced their 
infrastructure projects—dredging shipping lanes, setting out buoys, erect-
ing and maintaining landmarks for ships—by a pro rata charge on the 
merchandise in ships which called at the port or sailed out of it. These 
charges went under diffferent names—Werkzoll in Hamburg, Pfahlgeld in 

43 For a summary of Rörig’s views—which were seconded enthusiastically by Heinrich 
Sproemberg in the 1950s—see Müller-Mertens (2003).

44 For the views of earlier scholars on ‘guest law’ see Jenks (1996a) 3–9.
45 See Sprandel (1984).
46 The classic indictment is von Stromer (1976).
47 Selzer and Ewert (2007) 64; (2010a) 69 still believe that ‘guest law’ was used system-

atically to exclude the Hollanders and other outsiders. Moreover, Gilomen (2010) 362 not 
only believes this, but also is convinced I believe it too.

48 Ellmers (2005).
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Danzig—, but they all created a virtuous circle: the more money a port 
collected in Werkzoll or Pfahlgeld, the more it could invest in its infra-
structure. This attracted more sea-going trafffĳic, which lifted aggregate 
revenues, allowing for yet more infrastructure investment without a rise 
in the pro rata charge. However, a port had to make the right sorts of 
infrastructure investments in order to attract trafffĳic, and those paying the 
charges were likely to insist on its doing so. Consequently, once a town 
got beyond very basic measures, there was surely a demand for experts. 
And if there were internationally sought-after engineers who constructed 
carp ponds49 and the clocks in the towers of town halls,50 who pumped 
the water out of mine-shafts51 and planned late medieval Europe’s archi-
tecturally spectacular churches, then it stands to reason that there must 
also have been experts who specialized in planning quays and cranes, 
perhaps even in organizing the topography of docks in order to minimize 
turn-around times.52 If that is the case, then it would be surprising if ideas 
did not get spread around as the experts travelled from port to port, lead-
ing to an observable technical convergence of infrastructures. In other 
words: a growing internationalization of infrastructure.

However, in my view of it, the invisible infrastructure—which has 
only just been touched on in Hanseatic research53—was more important 
than the visible one, and it, too, should be investigated for symptoms 
of internationalization. The fĳirst area where this has been apparent for 
some time, although not explicitly recognized as such, is weights and 
measures. While every medievalist is aware of the bewildering complex-
ity of weights and measures, most do not realize that these units travelled 
with the goods whose quantity they describe as merchandise was traded 
from region to region.54 At every mercantile emporium to which goods 
were brought from diffferent parts of the medieval world, these disparate 
systems clashed with one another, as anyone can judge from the num-
berless conflicts about weights, weighing, scales and the like which are 
recorded in the Hanseatic Diet’s records. From the thirteenth century 
onwards, these conflicts often enough led to negotiations which, if they 

49 Hofffmann (1996) 667–9.
50 Dohrn-van Rossum (1985) 323–5.
51   Pars pro toto Schmidt (1970); von Stromer (1984); Bartels (1997). The literature is 

immense.
52 See Hammel-Kiesow (1996) 17–20 for the topographical organization of Lübeck’s 

harbor.
53 Link, Kapfenberger (2005) 163–8.
54 Witthöft (1979, 1993, 1998).
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did not produce a universal system of weights and measures,55 at least led 
to adjustments which nudged the systems until the relevant units stood 
in an integral relation (e.g. 1:2, 2:3) to one another, which anybody could 
reckon in his head. In other words, a pragmatic—case by case and product 
by product—internationalization of weights and measures took place.

To my way of thinking, this suggests that it would be fruitful to search 
for evidence of internationalization in other areas, and I would like to 
suggest the legal practice of the time as a promising fĳield of investiga-
tion. The observant reader will have noted that I avoid the word ‘law’. I 
have good reasons for doing so, even if German legal historians interested 
in the Hanse have concentrated on analyzing the codifĳied law of Lübeck 
and Magdeburg, usually separately.56 But the codifĳied law was, as Sofĳia 
Gustafsson underscores in her article, intensely conservative and left large 
and important areas of contemporary commercial practice—such as let-
ters of exchange—apparently unregulated in law for a surprisingly long 
time. It is therefore only by investigating case law that we can hope to 
uncover current legal practice. However, case law also disappoints: there 
are relatively few surviving medieval records of cases tried before the 
town councillors (in Lübeck law) or the scabini (in Magdeburg law),57 and 
these records contain nary a judgement58 which would illuminate current 
legal practice. I think there is a good reason for the reticence of codifĳied 
law and the dearth of judgements regarding contemporary commercial 
practice, namely that disputes about such matters were often settled 
by arbitration.59

55 The only exception is the agreement of 1358 on a standard size for the tun of 
 herring—the Rostocker Band—which from the late fourteenth century was accepted from 
East to West in the Hanseatic trading area: Witthöft (1993) 214–7; (1998) 745; Holbach 
(2005) 144–5.

56 This is true even of Lück (2009), which purports to compare both systems. See also 
Cordes (2007).

57 For Lübeck law see Ebel, W. (1955), for Magdeburg law see Ebel, F. (1983).
58 For example, Ebel, W. (1955) records no medieval cases in Lübeck which concern 

letters of exchange. Ebel, F. (1989) no. 320, 324, and (1995) no. 629, contains three medieval 
cases in which they are mentioned. We learn that it was possible to transfer funds by letter 
of exchange between Breslau and Thorn, Nuremberg and perhaps also Cracow, but each 
case turns on the question of whether a debt has been paid, by letter of exchange or other-
wise. We learn nothing about legal practice concerning letters of exchange (protests etc.).

59 Gelderblom (2011) 245 notes ‘the universal preference for amicable settlement’. By 
contrast, the central courts established by the Burgundian and Imperial authorities did not 
attract many commercial cases at all, usually less than a dozen per annum: Gelderblom 
(2011) 261–64.
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This was demonstrably the case in England, where ‘the vast majority 
of cases commenced in the central courts never reach[ed] trial’.60 Suing 
in King’s Bench or Common Bench was, in very many cases, simply a 
means of putting pressure on an opponent to agree to arbitration and 
using the machinery of the law to keep him at the negotiating table 
until the dispute was settled.61 Arbitration was common in commercial 
disputes, whose resolution frequently required specialized knowledge of 
current market (or maritime) practice and, in some cases, also of foreign 
languages, which the king’s judges did not ordinarily possess.62 In com-
parison to the common law courts, arbitration was also quick and cheap, 
a powerful recommendation to merchants on the move. Finally, it was 
usually efffective: the parties chose their own arbitrators, but often enough 
entered into conditioned bonds to abide by their award.63

Seemingly unbeknownst to German legal historians, there is quite a 
substantial amount of Hanseatic source material on arbitration.64 Since 
arbitrators’ awards constitute nothing less than case law, indeed with 
a judgement in the matter at hand,65 they provide us with a unique 
opportunity to explore current legal practice. Better yet, arbitrators in 
commercial disputes were free to enforce current best practice on the par-
ties, especially when judging in equity. Since they tended to be respected 
elder merchants with a wealth of experience both at home and abroad,66 
they surely cannot have neglected their international experience when 

60 Baker (1978) 91.
61   Rawclifffe (1991) 100; Powell (1983) 57; (1984) 39.
62 Rawclifffe (1991) 100.
63 Rawclifffe (1991) 109. A conditioned bond is a sealed debt instrument with a condition 

entered onto the dorse, in this case that the debt bond is null and void if the debtor abides 
by the award of the arbitrators. In addition, the award might be enrolled, for instance on 
the dorse of the close roll.

64 UBStL 11 s.v. Schiedsgericht, -richter, -spruch, pp. 420–3; Kuske (1917), vol. 4, p. 513 
s.v. Schiedsgericht. I have not overlooked Schöttler (1941), but his J.D. dissertation does 
not fĳill the bill, since he is primarily interested in the legal development of arbitration 
(Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit). Therefore, he often records only the fact of arbitration, but not 
the material content of the arbitrators’ award (12). Furthermore, he has unearthed a mere 
six cases of arbitration between merchants out of the 209 he analyzes (106).

65 Gelderblom (2011) 248 distinguishes between arbitrators, to whom the conflict par-
ties referred the matter of their own free will and whose judgements, guided by equity, 
were fĳinal, and arbiters, who were appointed by the local courts and followed the pre-
vailing law (depending on the case, this could be local, martime or foreign), but whose 
judgements could be appealed.

66 In the late seventeenth century, Amsterdam kept registers with the names of respect-
able and knowledgeable potential arbitrators: Gelderblom (2011) 248.
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 arbitrating.67 If collected and studied systematically,68 arbitrators’ awards, 
I am confĳident, will show an increasing convergence of legal practice in 
commercial disputes, that is to say: internationalization. The ubiquity of 
arbitration, in turn, explains the gaps in the codifĳied law and the dearth 
of judgements regarding contemporary commercial practice. In a fluid 
and rapidly changing commercial environment, no one wanted hard-and-
fast rules. Once a rule was entered into, say, the codex of Lübeck Law, 
you had to abide by it, but—particularly in the fĳifteenth, sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries—fĳinancial innovation was transforming the world 
of trade rapidly.69 Hanseatic towns simply could not affford to be behind 
the times legally: otherwise their merchants were in for some nasty 
surprises when they returned home and discovered that the perfectly 
legitimate deals they had made in Antwerp were actionable in Lübeck 
or Danzig. There must have been a common legal culture at the high-
est level of Northern European international trade—which, after all, was 
the level at which the Hanse operated—, but it cannot have been the 
fabled lex  mercatoria, which was once thought to have been a shadowy 
body of legal rules, but has been shown to be nothing more than quick 
legal procedure.70 It must rather have been the collective experience of 
internationally active merchants right across the Baltic and the North Sea, 
which engendered an acute, and increasingly universal awareness of cur-
rent best mercantile practice.

III. Finance

Finance remains the ‘known unknown’ of Hanseatic history, to phrase 
it in terms of Rumsfeldian heuristics. Despite research into fĳinancial 
instruments71 and attempts to estimate the balance of payments,72 com-
paratively little is known about how individual Hanseatic merchants 

67 Gelderblom (2011) 247 notes that aribters in cases involving conflicts between natives 
and foreign merchants were typically mixed, with foreigners and locals serving in equal 
numbers. In Bruges, for instance, the privileges granted to the English in 1359 mandated 
arbitration of Anglo-Flemish by two Englishmen and two Flemings.

68 One should not limit the search to Hanseatic archives. There is a wealth of Hanseatic 
material in foreign archives, notably in London, Bruges and Brussels, Antwerp and 
Amsterdam: Gelderblom (2011).

69 van der Wee (1967).
70 Baker (1986) 346; Cordes (2003) from the perspective of German legal history.
71   Neumann (1863); Peters (1976, 1977); North (1991) 816–24.
72 Sprandel (1975).
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fĳinanced their trade. The question is, however, crucial since there is 
general scholarly agreement that banking and fĳinance were generally 
very underdeveloped in the medieval Hanseatic world73 and that conse-
quently liquidity was scarce. The fact that Hanseatic merchants had to 
transfer liquidity over vast distances between purchase and sale of 
goods only exacerbated the problem. Given that we are reasonably well 
informed on the fĳinancial instruments Hansards used (letters of exchange, 
overkop, bills obligatory etc.), it seems time that we turned our atten-
tion to how individual merchants organized liquidity in conducting 
their businesses.74 There are two aspects of this which might well repay 
investigation. The fĳirst is the most obvious: using merchant’s accounts 
to reconstruct a time line of purchases and sales and correlating that to 
acquisitions and transfers of liquidity by means of loans and letters of 
exchange respectively. The second is less obvious: tracing a merchant’s 
portfolio strategy over his lifetime. As Lübeck merchants’ wills reveal, they 
tended to gather their assets closer to home as they grew older.75 Clearly 
expecting to die sooner rather than later, they liquidated their assets far 
afĳield and acquired easily liquidated assets close to home (urban and rural 
real estate,76 urban rents of various kinds, debts owing, plate etc.)77 in 
order to make the task of their executors as simple as possible. In short, 
they reduced the geographical scattering and increased the liquidity of 
the assets in their portfolios. Clearly, this portfolio management must 
have had efffects on other merchants, as liquidity was withdrawn from 
trade, and these would seem to me to be worth pursuing.

At the end of the Hanse’s history, the founding of the Hamburg 
Bank (1619)—at the request of the English Merchant Adventurers and 
Sephardic immigrants from the Netherlands78 and very much on the 
model of the Amsterdam Wisselbank—provides us with a new possibil-

73 North (1991), 815, 817, echoing von Stromer (1976) 208–10. To my knowledge, no one 
has systematically studied the ‘exchange booths’ (Wechselstuben), which von Stromer 
(1979) identifĳied as fulfĳilling bank functions in Germany south of the Main and west of 
the Rhine, for the Hanse’s trade area. Needless to say, it would repay investigation.

74 Jenks (2010) is only a very modest fĳirst stap in this direction.
75 This is, of course, only clear if a merchant makes more than one will, but many did, 

for instance John van Hachede on 5 June 1355, 25 May 1356 and 19 July 1359: von Brandt 
(1973) No. 560, 594, 784.

76 Earlier scholars interpreted this as an expression of the merchants’ desire to ‘rise into 
the nobility’, but I am, needless to say, extremely sceptical.

77 On the types of assets Lübeck merchants of the sixteenth century named in their 
wills, see Pelus (1993).

78 Kellenbenz (1958) 253–9.
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ity of  investigating the fĳinancing of Hanseatic trade. Even if most of the 
bank’s records have been lost,79 some do survive in later copies, including 
a list of the merchants who had accounts in 1619. Since Hamburg’s mer-
chants were required to transact all commercial payments over 400 mark 
banco via the bank and cash all letters of exchange over 400 Lübeck marks 
through it,80 the loss of the Bank’s accounts is grievous, as they could tell 
us much about how Hamburg’s trade was fĳinanced in the last 50 years of 
the Hanse’s history. Nonetheless, it might well be worthwhile to triangu-
late surviving records of the Wisselbank of Amsterdam (founded 1609),81 
the Hamburg Bank and the Nuremberg Banco publico82 (founded 1621) 
and see what light they cast on the fĳinancing of Hanseatic trade.

IV. Logistics

On 15 June 2006 The Economist published a special report ‘A Survey of 
Logistics’ celebrating the fĳiftieth anniversary of the invention of the con-
tainer, which among other things optimized the utilization of scarce 
shipping space and led, in turn, to the design of large sea-going vessels 
specifĳically designed to transport a maximum number of ‘twenty-foot 
equivalents’, not to mention flat-bed railway cars and lorries. The upshot 
was that freight rates dropped dramatically (to 2.74% of their previous 
level), a vital pre-condition for today’s globalized supply chains. Today, 
component manufacturing can take place wherever it is most economic, 
because it is cheap, easy and quick to transfer TFEs from ship to rail to 
road and deliver the required parts just-in-time.

The problem of how to utilize scarce space in transporting goods 
and optimize the transfer of merchandise from one form of transport to 
another was not unknown to the medieval Hanse.83 While shipping times 
were dictated by the weather and the dates of the major fairs, leaving 
no signifĳicant room for optimization, the same was not true of the utili-
zation of space. Theoretically, shippers and freighters should have tried 
to fĳit as much cargo onto a ship as it could hold and remain seaworthy. 
Moreover, the late Middle Ages witnessed the standardization of some 

79 Sieveking (1934) 125.
80 Peters (1995a) 154.
81   van Dillen (1925) publishes some early records of the Amsterdam Wisselbank.
82 Peters (1995b).
83 Ellmers (2005) kicked offf the discussion of the second problem.
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shipping containers—e.g. the Rostocker Band for herring84—and a steady 
increase in the size of the largest ships, loosely coupled with the introduc-
tion of new ship types (hulk, caravel). Eventually, some ships got to be 
so large that they could no longer lay to at the quayside, but had to go 
to anchor well before the port and be unloaded by lighter. The construc-
tion of cranes made unloading large containers easier if the ship could be 
brought to quayside (which argued for large containers), but unloading 
large containers from big ships into small, rocking lighters could be very 
awkward (which argued for small containers). In short, shippers and mari-
time architects had a number of opportunities to re-think the relationship 
between freight containers and the space available on board.85

Now, of course, the ship-building plans of medieval maritime architects 
no longer survive, and the ships they built have, with very few exceptions, 
long since rotted away, but there are sources (customs accounts, lists of 
ships and cargoes lost or taken at sea) which, properly interpreted, ought 
to give us some insight into the logistical thinking of the Middle Ages. 
Hitherto, these sources have been used to calculate a ship tonnages or the 
volume of ships’ holds, and that, in turn, required scholars to determine 
the metric volume and weight of medieval measures.86 I think it would 
be worthwhile to take another slant on the sources and ask which pack-
ing units were customarily associated with which products.87 Then one 
could investigate whether particular packing units were associated with 
particular forms of transport. An example: On 20 January 1478, William 
Weston transported 3 fardels of cloth from London to Plymouth on 
3 horses.88 Clearly, a fardel was fundamentally a horse-load, even if the 
packing unit was retained when the same goods were transported by sea: 
That only means that the cloth was not re-packed for export.

84 On this and parallel processes see Holbach (2005) 144–5.
85 There is some evidence that this, in fact, went on. On 9 Feb. 1497, the Bruges Kontor 

complained to Lübeck that the Antwerp customers were demanding double customs on 
copper, furs, flax, English and Flemish cloth and wax because they had determined that 
the normal packing units (e.g. a stro of wax) contained between one third more and dou-
ble the amount of merchandise as had been customary: HR IV 3, No. 735. For the Diet’s 
reaction see HR IV 4, No. 79 § 60–3, 80–83. Many thanks to Rolf Hammel-Kiesow for this 
reference.

86 Wolf (1986), citing earlier scholarship. See also Witthöft (1979).
87 I have made a modest start in this direction in the index of matters to the Danzig 

customs accounts for 1409 and 1411: Jenks (2006), Sachregister s.v. Maße und Gewichte. 
There I listed alphabetically the products for which a particular packaging unit was stand-
ard, e.g. a vat was the packaging unit for alum, pottash, cotton, beer etc.

88 TNA: PRO, E122/194/22 m 10. The ‘one horse, one fardel’ rule is general in the London 
customs accounts: If goods are transported on horseback, there is always one fardel per 
horse.
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The customs accounts are not the only sources to shed light on the 
customary packing units for various products. Although it would be 
impossible to give a complete list, a few examples may sufffĳice to show the 
breadth of source material available. Schedules of local tolls in medieval 
England, for instance, often enough set the charges according to the pack-
ing unit,89 and the same is true of many customs schedules, for example 
in England (1507)90 and Hamburg (1606).91 Finally, trading companies’ 
statutes may yield information on packing units, be it in international or 
in regional trade: one example is the Merchant Adventurers’ prohibition 
of retail trade for its members (1608).92

The obvious next question to ask would be if the associations between 
packing units and particular products change over time. That should yield 
some information of the logistics of the supply chain up to the point of 
sea transport.

The supply chain is worth investigating in its own right, since this is 
an integral part of today’s logistics. Immense cost savings can be efffected 
by minimizing inventory and having components delivered just in time 
for manufacturing, but getting things just right requires a high degree of 
forward thinking and supply chain control.93 I would suggest that this also 
held true, to a certain degree, for the medieval Hanse. After all, if you want 
to deliver wood in Danzig at midsummer,94 someone has to chop a tree 
down in the autumn, the wood needs to be seasoned, transported, stacked 
and so forth. Here, too, the supply chain has to be managed. Indeed, one 
might be forgiven for thinking that, given the slowness of communica-
tion in the medieval era, supply chain management was more, rather than 
less difffĳicult, and the logistical complexity of the putting-out system—the 
most modern and efffĳicient mode of production known to medieval man—
was of another order of magnitude altogether.95 A certain amount of work 
has been done, notably by Link on Prussian grain96 and Kapfenberger on 

89 Masschaele (2007) 156–60.
90 Gras (1918) 694–706.
91   Pitz (1961a) 202–75.
92 Lingelbach (1902) 111–4.
93 The Economist (15.6.2006), Special Report.
94 See Heß, Link, Sarnowsky (2008) 58, No. 145 for one example.
95 Holbach (1994).
96 Link (2004) 18–29. Link’s doctoral thesis on the same subject, completed under the 

direction of Jürgen Sarnowsky (Hamburg) and entitled Der preußische Getreideexport im 
15. Jahrhundert. Seine Bedeutung und Einbettung in die nordeuropäische Wirtschaft, has 
been completed and should appear in the series Quellen und Darstellungen zur hansischen 
Geschichte next year.
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wood,97 but more light could be shed on the logistics of supply chain man-
agement in the Middle Ages.

V. Probability Theory, Bayesian Statistics and the Hanse

At some point in the early Noughties, Thomas Grifffĳiths and Joshua 
Tenenbaum, professors of cognitive science at Brown and MIT respec-
tively, asked test subjects to answer a series of questions involving 
predictions on the basis of a single piece of information.98 Among the 
questions were:

1.  ‘Insurance agencies employ actuaries to make a prediction about 
people’s life spans—the age at which they will die—based upon demo-
graphic information. If you were assessing an insurance case for an 
18-year-old man, what would you predict for his life span?’

2.  ‘If you made a surprise visit to a friend, and found that they had been 
watching a movie for 30 minutes, what would you predict for the length 
of the movie?’

3.  ‘Imagine you hear about a movie that has taken in $10 million at the box 
offfĳice, but you don’t know how long it has been running. What would 
you predict for the total amount of box offfĳice intake for that movie?’

4.  ‘If your friend read you her favourite line of poetry and told you it was 
line 5 of a poem, what would you predict for the total length of the 
poem?’

5.  ‘If you heard a member of the House of Representatives had served 
for 15 years, what would you predict his total term in the House would 
be?’

6.  ‘If you opened a book about the history of ancient Egypt to a page list-
ing the reigns of the pharaohs, and notice that at 4000 BC a particular 
pharaoh had been ruling for 11 years, what would you predict for the 
total duration of his reign?’

7.  ‘Imagine you are in somebody’s kitchen and notice that a cake is in 
the oven. The timer shows that it has been baking for 35 minutes. 
What would you predict for the total amount of time the cake needs 
to bake?’99

97 Kapfenberger (2003) 16–21.
98 Grifffĳiths, Tenenbaum (2006) 770.
99 Grifffĳiths, Tenenbaum (2006) 770. I have rearranged the order to conform with the 

results and discussion in Grifffĳiths, Tenenbaum (2006) 769–70.
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The questions were formulated to test people’s ability to draw strong 
inferences from sparse data, in this case exactly one piece of data. The 
predictions of the test subjects were then compared to those of an optimal 
Bayesian model, by which a probability distribution is computed from the 
product of a prior probability (the test subject’s rough idea of how things 
work) and the net likelihood of occurrence of a particular event. Taking 
the example of the insurance company, actuarial data shows that people 
in the US die at an average age of 75, with a standard deviation of 16 years, 
and that age distribution around the mean is more or less Gaussian.100 
The predictive value of this data is limited: although the Gaussian distri-
bution is the correct model, it only tells you that 95% of all people can 
be expected to die between the ages of 59 and 91 (75 ± 16). If you use the 
model to make a prediction about a particular person sitting in front of 
you desiring to buy life insurance, the prediction depends on a particular 
piece of data, namely the age of that person at the moment. If that person 
is 18, 39 or 51, you will probably guess that he or she will live to around 75. 
If that person is 75 at the moment, then you will probably predict that he 
or she will live a few more years at least. If the customer is 96, you would 
not expect him or her to live much longer.101 In fact, you have shifted the 
Gaussian normal distribution curve to the right for the last two custom-
ers. This is the particular value of Bayesian statistics: it combines a prior 
model (the Gaussian distribution of age at death with a mean of 75 years) 
with a particular piece of data (the age of the customer at the moment) 
to make a robust prediction.

The results of Grifffĳiths and Tenenbaum’s experiment showed that 
people combined the correct statistical model of distribution for each 
particular case with the data given in the question to make predictions 
which ‘were indistinguishable from optimal Bayesian predictions based 
on empirical prior distributions’ on questions 1, 2 3, 4 and 5. On ques-
tion 6 (pharaohs) people guessed slightly too high, because they assumed 
that ancient Egyptians lived longer than they in fact did (i.e. they used an 
erroneous parameter). Correcting for that error brings the observed test 
results into line with the Bayesian optimum. Even when the empirical 

100 For non-statisticians: The standard deviation is the average distance of any observa-
tion from the average (mean) of all observations. The normal or Gaussian distribution is 
bell-shaped, with 95% of all observations falling within the range plus or minus twice the 
standard deviation.

101   This is a paraphrase of Grifffĳiths, Tenenbaum (2006) 768.
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distribution was irregular, as in the case of cakes in the oven (question 7), 
test subjects were close to the ideal Bayesian predictions.

The test results showed that people intuitively used the correct statisti-
cal model of distribution, although the empirically observed distributions 
were Gaussian (questions 1 and 2), power-law102 (questions 3 and 4), 
Erlang103 (questions 5 and 6) and irregular (question 7). Even when test 
subjects had no direct experience of the phenomenon in question, they 
could arrive at the correct statistical distribution model by making an 
analogy with something more familiar to them. If errors arose, they did 
so not because people used the wrong distribution model, but because 
they were mistaken about the mean value. That means that one can turn 
the experiment around and use the test subjects’ guesses to identify the 
statistical distribution model which they are applying.

The observant reader will have guessed where this is leading. The medi-
eval Hanse had two arrows in its quiver: trade boycotts and war.104 Both 
were intended to drive the Hanse’s opponent to the negotiating table by 
putting pressure on him by withdrawing trade or attacking his shipping, 
but neither could be employed on the basis of anything but incomplete 
knowledge. That meant that for the duration of the conflict the Hanse was 
constantly balancing two questions: How long can our opponent hold out? 
How long can we maintain the pressure? The answer to both questions 
was uncertain: the Hanse knew very little about the confĳidential discus-
sions in foreign government circles even in peace time105 and could know 
even less about the economic damage its boycott was causing.106 Worse 

102 In a power-law (exponential) distribution, the shape of the curve recording the 
observations is determined by a single quality called λ (not, as in the Gaussian distribution, 
by the mean and the standard deviation), with the mean equalling the standard devia-
tion. That means that the curve is symmetrical around a 45° line drawn from 0,0 (in the 
lower left-hand corner of the graph) into outer space and has a parabolic shape like your 
satellite receiver. This sounds complicated, but it’s easy if you think about movie grosses: 
most movies don’t make very much money at all, but a few movies make gazillions, so the 
distribution curve is almost shaped like an “L”.

103 The Erlang distribution is a non-symmetric distribution which is difffĳicult to explain 
and has a dismayingly complex formula. Sufffĳice it to say that—under the assumptions 
Grifffĳiths, Tenenbaum (2006) 768 n. 2, 773—are using, it looks like the flight path of a ski-
jumper as he comes offf the ramp: quickly up in the air, then a long glide down to zero.

104 On Hanseatic attitudes to war and peace see Jenks (1996b) 53–9.
105 Even the Bruges Kontor (which should have had the best connections of any 

Hanseatic institution) was completely flummoxed by the Burgundian revaluation of the 
groat in 1409: Jenks (1982) 318.

106 The fĳirst step in declaring a trade boycott was to prohibit contact with the oppo-
nent: Jenks (1996a) 53–9.
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yet, news of embargo violation by its own merchants was uncertain, par-
tial and delayed.107 Some conflicts ended quickly (the war of the Cologne 
confederation against Denmark in 1367), while others dragged on for years 
(the boycott of Bruges 1451–57). Sometimes the Hanse won, sometimes it 
lost and sometimes it was rescued by exogenous events which turned the 
tables in its favor in a way nobody could have foreseen (the conflict with 
England 1469–74). Clearly, the Hanse miscalculated from time to time, but 
was always forced to act under the constraint of imperfect information. 
In short, trade boycotts and wars tested the Hanse’s ability to draw strong 
inferences from sparse data.

This seems to me to be a striking parallel to the situation of Grifffĳiths 
and Tenenbaum’s test subjects, and it would be fascinating to explore the 
possibility of building up a mathematical model of the Hanse’s continuing 
deliberations about conflicts using Bayesian statistics. Needless to say, I 
can see many objections to this, the most important of which is that we do 
not have independent empirical evidence from which to calculate an opti-
mal Bayesian prediction, which is, of course, the essential pre-condition 
for judging the accuracy of strong inferences drawn from sparse data, and 
we certainly cannot travel back in time to ask Hans Castorp how long he 
thought a given blockade would last, given that it had been in force for ‘x’ 
number of years.108 Even so, it ought to be possible to deduce which dis-
tribution model the Diet used. And who knows? Maybe Bayesian statistics 
and prediction under conditions of uncertainty and imperfect informa-
tion may lead us to other questions . . .

At the end, however, a note of caution. The use of theoretical models 
by historians is only justifĳied on one of two grounds: either the model 
explains sources which we could not explain satisfactorily before, or the 

107 Shortly after the Hanse proclaimed a trade embargo against England, Danzig claimed 
the embargo was being violated by Deventer and other towns on the Lower Rhine, while 
the Bruges Kontor complained that Danzig was violating it: Jenks (1992) vol. 2, 730.

108 At the risk of handing my own hangmen the rope and erecting my own scafffold, 
I refer the reader to Sokal, Bricmont (1998), who rightly villify those who hold ‘forth at 
length on scientifĳic theories about which [they have], at best, an exceedingly hazy idea’, 
who import ‘concepts from the natural sciences into the humanities or social sciences 
without giving the slightest conceptual or empirical justifĳication’ and who display ‘a super-
fĳicial erudition by shamelessly throwing around technical terms in a context where they 
are completely irrelevant’: Sokal, Bricmont (1998) 4. Those who want to pursue Bayesian 
statistics are referred to O’Hagan, West (2010). A much simpler introduction is Perfors 
et al. (2011). Other articles marrying Bayesian statistics and human cognitive science which 
would repay study are Grifffĳiths, Barafff, Tenenbaum (2004); Krynski, Tenenbaum (2003); 
Tenenbaum, Grifffĳiths, Kemp (2006) and Baker, Tenenbaum, Saxe (2006).
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model gives us new—and fruitful—questions to ask of the sources. If nei-
ther of these conditions is fulfĳilled, it is our job to take the theory out 
behind the barn and kill it with an axe.
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